Tsukuba Morphology Meeting 2

We are pleased to announce a two-day international workshop on linguistic morphology and language contact. The main feature is the tutorial on morphological productivity. Anyone interested in this unique research domain is welcome.

Dates: November 21 and 22, 2018
Venue: University of Tsukuba, The Library conference room
Address: 1-1-1 Tennodai, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-8577, Japan
No participation fee and no prior registration

Nov. 21  Main Theme: Productivity and Morphology
● 13:40-15:45  Invited tutorial
"Understanding productivity in English morphology" by Jesús Fernández-Domínguez (University of Granada)
● 16:00-17:15  Invited lecture
"The boundaries of neoclassical compounds" by Hiromi Hayashi (Meiji Pharmaceutical University)
● 17:15-18:00
"When a ‘non-productive’ affix participates in word-formation: The English suffix -ment and its competitors" by Ryohei Naya (University of Tsukuba)

Nov. 22  Main Theme: Language Contact and Morphology
● 13:45-14:00  Introduction
● 14:00-14:35  Invited lecture
"The rise and fall of morpholexical structures and the influence from English" by Jesús Fernández-Domínguez (University of Granada)
● 14:45-15:20
"How is the English volitional modal let’s borrowed into Japanese?" by Hiroko Wakamatsu (Graduate School of University of Tsukuba)
● 15:20-15:55
"Three distinctions in grammatical borrowing" by Akiko Nagano (Tohoku University)
● 16:05-17:00  Discussion

This workshop is organized by Masaharu Shimada (Univ. of Tsukuba) and Akiko Nagano (Tohoku University) and supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Numbers JP16K13234 and JP16K02754. Please contact the organizers (shimada.masaharu.fu@u.tsukuba.ac.jp) for further information.